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Palmer Amaranth
Native to the U.S. Southwest and northwest Mexico

Potential distribution is unclear as factors limiting its persistence are unknown

New threat to agriculture in the upper Midwest; reports in MN since 2017





What is the extent of suitable habitat in the Upper Midwest 
where invasion is possible currently?

Major Questions

In the future, how does the extent of suitable habitat change and 
which areas face greater risk of invasion?

How can the history of invasion inform our understanding of 
current and future invasion?



Species distribution models can provide information on the extent to which 
range expansion is currently limited by dispersal versus the environment 

Implications for invasive species detection currently
and detection or management in the future
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Species Distribution Modeling Methods

Current Dalmatian Toadflax (Linaria 
dalmatica) occurrence records 

Environmental Information

Occurrence Information

Prediction of Habitat Suitability

Where to find the species 
in currently occupied range

What currently unoccupied 
areas are at risk of future 
invasions



Modeling with Maxent

Presence-only modeling approach

Statistically compares the presences with the background environment



After Merow et al. 2013, Ecography
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Correlational relationships

Relies independent variables chosen Relies on accurate occurrence records

Makes assumption of equilibrium

Modeling Caveats

Management Considerations

Provide information on unoccupied habitats most similar to those already occupied.

Provides information on potentially important environmental factors influencing invasion

Modeling with Maxent



Modeling Palmer Amaranth

Occurrence Records from Databases and Land 
Managers3,968 records in North America from online databases (GBIF & EDDMapS)

Two types of data subsets investigated:

     Split by decade starting in 1970 to investigate invasion dynamics

     Split into invaded-range only and native+invaded range

434 records from Midwestern and Southeastern Land Managers 

Environmental Data

   -Mean Temperature, Temperature Range, Precipitation, Humidity 
     

   - Two datasets (CliMond & PRISM)

791 retained for final model building (reduced errors, duplications, and regional bias)



Palmer Amaranth SDM – Full Range versus Invaded Range Niche Space

Invaded range represents 
expansion of the 
environmental niche

Upper Midwest records 
are at the edge of the 
environmental niche



Palmer Amaranth SDM

Central Midwest and Southeast represent core suitable habitat

Upper Midwest is not core suitable habitat but may support marginal populations



Palmer Amaranth SDM Limiting Factors

Habitat suitability in the Upper Midwest is limited by lower temperatures

Lower spring temperatures may early inhibit germination that 
leads to Palmer’s competitive advantage 



Palmer Amaranth Spread Dynamics

Accelerating invasion since 1950’s

Consistent with invasion with wave-like spread and rare long-distance dispersal events



Palmer Amaranth Invasion History

Native habitat does not predict invaded habitat – indicates something other than climate limited range 

Palmer may be closer to filling climatic niche – e.g. current SDM projects areas in Mid-Atlantic where 
there have been subsequent reported occurrences

1970 2010 Current



Palmer Amaranth SDM Future Projections

Majority of habitat in the 
Eastern US is suitable 
under future climate 
scenarios

Upper Midwest habitats 
become suitable for 
established populations

Mediated by increased 
temperatures

2030

2070



Considerations

Invasion aided by successful long-distance dispersal

Upper Midwest can support marginal habitats

Upper Midwest will have large swaths of highly suitable habitat in the future 

Range not originally limited by climate

Current successful Upper Midwest populations may reflect recent warmer years or 
adaptation to range margins
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Questions?


